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Mizzou celebrates a century of coming home

HELPING HANDS Student Rachel Newman and Barb Calvin and Ryan Duncan, support staff in the MU Alumni Association, help
visitors to the Homecoming Headquarters in front of the Reynolds Alumni Center Friday, Oct. 14. Photo by Rachel Coward

OBSERVING MILESTONES

MU breaks Homecoming blood-drive record

Faculty, staff, alumni, students and fans came together to celebrate the University of Missouri Homecoming tradition and a
century of coming home last weekend, uniting past with present while combining school spirit, service and community on the
campus.

“Overall, the 2011 Homecoming Centennial was a great success,” said Carrie Bien, coordinator of student programs for the
Mizzou Alumni Association. “Everything over the course of the weekend was nearly perfect. People from across campus came
together to make this a truly special celebration.”

Homecoming events started on Oct. 1 when more than 325 MU students and 19 regional alumni chapters participated in the
Mizzou Homecoming Day of Service.

During the four-day Mizzou Blood Drive from Oct. 3 to Oct. 6, MU students set a record by collecting 4,839 units of blood.
Another 422 units were also collected at satellite drives held throughout the Missouri-Illinois region bringing the total number of
units collected to 5,264. It is the largest-ever total for the University of Missouri. Because each unit of blood has the potential to
help save up to three lives, as many as 15,792 people will benefit from the generosity of the volunteer blood donors at the
Homecoming drive.

Also, the Mizzou Alumni Association collected 63,335 pounds of food, or 47,786 meals for the local food bank.

Homecoming festivities began Saturday, Oct. 15, with the 100th Anniversary Homecoming Parade through downtown Columbia,
featuring Marching Mizzou, several area high school marching bands and floats designed by MU student organizations and
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community members.

According to Bien, there were about 40 parade volunteers for the day, which consisted of MU staff members. They assisted with
set-up, spectator safety and overall coordination. The family of Chester Brewer, “Father of Homecoming,” who was honored as
the Homecoming Grand Marshal posthumously, led the parade.

Roughly 35,000 people turned out for Saturday’s parade.

Immediately following the parade, Bien said 3,145 gathered before the big game at Carnahan Quadrangle for the Romp, Chomp
and Stomp tailgate, which was a revived tradition from the 1950s. 

Homecoming festivities culminated with the Tiger football game against Iowa State, which MU won 52-17.
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Employees dress up, dress down for United Way campaign

LIVE UNITED

University goal upped by $40,000

Brenda Jensen sat atop a thin slab of plastic that stood between her and a chilly pool of water, unaware of how fleeting her dry
time would be. Jensen, a manager of University of Missouri emergency patient care services, dialysis transplant and IV therapy,
dressed up in a schoolgirl costume for the occasion, and volunteered to let her employees pay to see her take a dip in the 2011
United Way dunking booth.

“I lost count of how many times I went in,” Jensen said. “We had a ringer in the crowd, so once people saw he could hit it every
time, I spent most of my time in the water.”

Jensen was one of eight patient care managers and hospital directors who took the plunge for the United Way Sept. 30. It was
the second year the dunking booth made an appearance, but the first year employees had the added bonus of dunking their
bosses whilst in costume.

Wayland Taylor, an emergency medical technician who planned the event in 2010 and 2011, said he wanted to drum up some
excitement for the University of Missouri United Way campaign by organizing a fun event that would inspire camaraderie.

“I remembered how the year before, all of the United Way forms were just sitting there in a box, and there wasn’t really any
incentive (to get involved),” Taylor said. “I thought, what better way to have a little fun, and have a donation without even really
thinking about it?”

Dunkers had the option of paying $3 for one shot, $5 for six, and for $25, lucky participants could skip the hassle of the toss and
just press the button. Altogether, the booth raised $737 this year.

University participation

The dunking booth is just one of the inventive ways faculty and staff are helping to raise $690,000 for this year’s Heart of
Missouri United Way fundraiser. The Columbia-based University’s donation is the largest gift to the local United Way branch’s
campaign.

According to campaign leader Frank Schmidt, about 20 percent of MU employees donated last year.

“This year we are looking to build more involvement with the faculty, staff and students in the overall campaign,” he said.

Specifically, Schmidt hopes a newly designed website — unitedway.missouri.edu — will entice more people to donate. One of the
most common ways faculty and staff participate in the campaign is by signing up for a payroll deduction, which begins in January.
In previous years, pledgers had to fill out and turn in a sheet of paper, but now the process is streamlined into an online format.

“It will make it easier to participate, and we ask people to consider it,” he said.

Ashley Caldwell, an investment specialist in endowment and retirement who is on the United Way campaign marketing
committee, said other popular United Way events include “dress down” Fridays where staff pay certain amounts toward the
United Way to dress casually. There is also an upcoming silent auction the committee is hoping to open to non-university
employees this year, too.

----
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Caldwell said even if employees aren’t able to contribute financially, they are able to donate their time to the community.
Individuals have been known to join mentorship programs, work at food banks and contribute their creative services to the silent
auction.

“These are all people who are working to make Columbia a better community,” she said.

Willie Jones, a records analyst for the UM System, said he has been working with the United Way in one way or another ever
since the university decided to get involved. He is known to cook breakfast for his co-workers to get them inspired for the yearly
campaign, and for the past three years has built birdhouses to sell at the auction.

“It’s just something I can do,” Jones said. “They asked staff to use their talent and creativity, and I have a little bit of woodworking
tools.”

From there, Jones said he downloaded instructions off the internet, and painted this year’s “bird duplex” in Mizzou’s black and
gold.

“I think the United Way is doing a phenomenal job,” he said. “I just think it’s great if we can help out at all in a small way.”  

United Way in Columbia

The Heart of Missouri United Way works with community nonprofits and businesses to focus on four main areas of philanthropy:
education, income (financial stability), health, and safety net (emergency needs). They partner with 31 organizations, such as the
Rainbow House and the Boys and Girls Club. Twenty-seven of the organizations are located in Columbia.

This year’s overall campaign goal is $3.45 million, “the highest goal we’ve ever had for a community-wide campaign,” said Tim
Rich, executive director for the Heart of Missouri United Way. Rich said the increased goal is a reflection of the community needs
and the present economy.

The University of Missouri goal is $690,000, which is up $40,000 from 2010’s goal.

Rich said he was inspired since despite the university’s hiring and wage freezes, employee contributions consistently topped
themselves from the previous year.

“It’s almost counterintuitive,” he said. “There was one year that individual contributions across the country were in a 10 percent
decline, yet in the Columbia area, at least with the United Way, we continue to give more.”

-Megan Cassidy
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CAFNR partners with Food Bank to boost healthy food donations

BETTER FOOD CHOICES

Dean announces partnership during Homecoming

The College of Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources (CAFNR) has established a year long relationship with The Food Bank
for Central and Northeast Missouri to boost healthy food donations to the Food Bank.

The project, called Collaborating for a Healthy Future, will use the college’s expertise, partnerships and knowledge in such areas
as agriculture, economics and nutrition.

The project was announced during the CAFNR Comes Home Event during MU’s Homecoming.

“This is a perfect fit for our organization,” said Peggy Kirkpatrick, executive director of the Food Bank. “With food insecurity rates
as high as they are now, we welcome this support. Recent statistics show that one in six people in our service area are food
insecure, which means that they do not always know where they will get their next meal. The same statistic is worse for
children. One in four children in our community experience food insecurity.”

In the next year CAFNR has pledged to complete the following:

Coordinate Healthy Food Drives on the CAFNR campus
Plant two acres of fresh sweet corn to provide 14,000 to 28,000 ears for the Food Bank
Donate 500 pounds of lean beef, 500 pounds of quality pork and other fresh meats
Continue research programs, such as the Food Pantry Nutrition Project headed by Sandy Rikoon, to determine best
practices in obtaining and distributing healthy food
Raise awareness of the need for healthy donations to the Food Bank’s Buddy Pack Program (more than 8,000 children
each week receive food to supplement their lunches)
Encourage CAFNR’s 20 out-of-state research centers throughout Missouri to create partnerships with their local food
banks to address rural community food issues
Encourage CAFNR faculty, staff, alumni and students to volunteer at the Food Bank
Sponsor an annual fundraiser called the Float Your Boat for The Food Bank Cardboard Regatta. At the April event, college
and community teams will build cardboard boats to race across a lake

 “Since its founding in 1870, CAFNR has been at the forefront of ensuring a safe and plentiful food supply for America and the
world,” said Tom Payne, vice chancellor and dean of CAFNR. “It is critical for us to employ our knowledge and expertise to
emphasize the healthy food aspects in our own backyard and serve as an example for others to follow.”

In the last 20 years, Missouri’s obesity rate has swelled from just over 10 percent to more than 30 percent among adults, placing
Missouri among the 12 most obese states in the nation.

-Randy Mertens
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Experts recommend tuning into family, not devices

UNPLUGGING

To maintain health, balance digital intake

There is an ongoing battle of balance between work, personal and family lives for adults and students. Combined with
increasingly hectic work and extracurricular schedules, the advent of wireless technology has led to less quality time between
parents and children.

According to University of Missouri human development specialists, however, powering down digital devices is a key component
to maintaining those family relationships and health. 

Kelly Warzinik, MU Extension associate in the College of Human Environmental Sciences, said instead of watching TV or talking
on a cellphone, parents could take advantage of daily opportunities to interact with their children at meal times or in the car.
Additionally, she said while it is important for children to be involved in activities, such as sports or music to ensure everyone has
time to connect, parents should not overschedule themselves or their children.

“Husbands and wives who are working and raising kids need to be even more intentional about nurturing their relationships as a
couple,” Warzinik said. “Touch base throughout the day by calling, emailing or texting. And after children are asleep, put down the
iPhone, turn off the television and just focus on each other.”

In addition to strengthening family connections, turning off time-consuming devices leads to better health, according to Saralee
Jamieson, human development specialist and extension program director in St. Clair County. She said people who devote more
time to digital technology are less likely to make healthy food choices or be physically active and are less successful
academically.

“People who watch a lot of TV are exposed to thousands of ads for high-calorie, low-nutrient foods, as well as violent
programming,” Jamieson said. “While it might not seem harmful, having a muted TV on while sleeping disrupts healthy sleep
patterns and contributes to chronic fatigue.”

Jamieson recommends these tips for parents to set a good example for children:

Limit family members’ recreational time with TV, video or computer screens to two hours daily.
Remove TVs from bedrooms and learn to negotiate and take turns watching different shows.
Turn the TV off and eat or socialize as family.
Develop hobbies and become more involved in the community, neighborhood, local schools or places of worship.

Human development and family sciences research is conducted through MU Extension and the Department of Human
Development and Family Studies in the College of Human Environmental Sciences.

- Kate McIntyre
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Training Institute names Fire Service Instructor of the Year

TEACHING PREVENTION

Deputy Chief Trent receives MU honor

This year’s University of Missouri Extension Fire and Rescue Training Institute (MU FRTI) Instructor of the Year is Jon E. Trent,
deputy chief with the Nixa Fire Protection District in Nixa, Mo.  

“Instructor Trent has a passion for providing the very best in fire service instruction and a strong belief in the need for
competency-based training that will develop the new generations of people entering the fire service,” said David Hedrick, MU
FRTI director. Trent has been an adjunct instructor with the program since 1999.

Trent started his fire service career more than 20 years ago, serving as a volunteer firefighter before becoming a career firefighter
with the Nixa Fire Protection District (NFPD) in the early 1990s.

Though he has been promoted through the ranks during his career, his main specialization has been as the training officer for the
fire protection district. Early in his career, he completed the National Fire Academy Course Design and Training Program
Management courses and obtained his Fire Service Instructor III certification.

Trent has taught a variety of programming for MU FRTI through its field extension program and the institute’s annual Winter Fire
School and Summer Fire School.

MU FRTI also recognized the first and second runners-up for Instructor of the Year.

Second runner-up was Instructor Rusty Bradley, retired lieutenant from the Columbia Fire Department. First runner-up was Chief
Michael Arnhart of the High Ridge Fire Protection District in High Ridge, Mo.

Director Hedrick acknowledged the important job that all fire service instructors perform.

“Fire instructors have the responsibility of preparing the firefighter to competently perform skills and techniques necessary in
saving lives and property of the citizens they serve,” he said. “The potential impact that all the instructors can make through each
class they deliver is incalculable. MU FRTI is proud of the excellence in fire service instruction provided by our faculty and their
dedicated service with the institute.”

The conference and awards ceremony were held Oct. 15 at the Resort at Port Arrowhead in Lake Ozark, Mo.

MU FRTI is charged with the responsibility of providing comprehensive continuing professional education to Missouri’s fire
service and emergency-response personnel. Last year, more than 243,000 student instructional hours were delivered in training
emergency first responders. The institute has a cadre of more than 200 adjunct instructors.
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Alleged robbery reported on campus

INFORMATION REQUEST

MU Police asking for help locating assailants

The University of Missouri Police Department is asking for the assistance of the MU community in identifying three individuals
from an alleged strong-armed robbery last weekend.

At approximately 2:10 a.m., Oct. 16, a subject who said three white males robbed him around 1:40 a.m. flagged officers down.

 The victim said the three white males approached him on the south side of the MU Natural Resources Building where they took
his wallet and cellphone. No weapons were displayed during the robbery.

The first suspect is “college age” with a stocky build, approximately 5-feet and 8-inches tall to 5-feet and 10-inches tall, clean-
shaven, wearing a white shirt, a silver necklace with a medallion — possibly a cross — a silver watch on his left arm and he had
short hair, which was dark, possibly brown.

The second suspect is “college age,” very thin, 5-feet and 8-inches tall, clean-shaven, wearing a black T-shirt and shorts and has
shorts hair, possibly dark or brown. The only description of the third suspect is that he is a white male.

All three suspects were last seen running west on Rollins Street. No additional information is available at this time.

Anyone with any information is requested to call Sergeant Shawn Spalding at 573-864-8571, or CRIME STOPPERS at 573-875-
8477.

Individuals may also submit tips online at 875tips.com (http://mizzouweekly.missouri.edu/archive/2011/33-9/alleged-robbery-
reported-on-campus/875tips.com). Individuals may remain anonymous and may be eligible for a reward of up to $1,500 if the
information leads to an arrest.
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MU undergraduate enrollment fastest growing in AAU

RISING NUMBERS

Official MU enrollment numbers at 33,805

Over the last nine years, the University of Missouri has experienced a 32 percent increase in undergraduate enrollment, making
MU the fastest-growing university for undergraduates in the Association of American Universities (AAU) and the Big 12.

Official total enrollment for fall semester at the university is 33,805, MU administrators announced this week.

“Several things contribute to the success we have had in attracting students to study at Mizzou,” said Ann Korschgen, vice
provost of enrollment management. “We have a dedicated faculty constantly working to improve the quality of our academic
programs, a beautiful campus with many new or renovated facilities, and an outstanding recruitment team.”

Since 2002, Mizzou’s undergraduate enrollment has grown from 19,698 in 2002 to 26,024 in 2011.

Total enrollment has grown 29 percent in the same time, from 26,124 in 2002 to 33,805 in 2011. The academic ability of
freshmen, which is measured by ACT scores, has increased along with diversity and retention rates. With the number of Missouri
high school graduates falling, Korschgen’s recruiting team has placed an emphasis on contacting prospective students from
outside the state.

“Previous studies have indicated that 30 percent to 40 percent of our out-of-state students remain in the state after graduation,
contributing to our state’s economy,” Korschgen said. “By having more students from out-of-state on campus, we are importing
intellectual talent as well as bringing additional revenue to the campus, the city and the state, both now and in the future.”

Korschgen notes that even with rising out-of-state student numbers, Mizzou does not cap enrollment, so students do not
compete with each other for admission to the university.

Out-of-state students contributed nearly $20 million more to the university’s revenue in 2011 than they did in 2002. This is
important since the number of high school graduates in Missouri is predicted to drop by 9,000 students by 2014.

“Our in-state recruiting efforts continue as always, but we have added a lot of out-of-state activities,” said Chuck May, associate
director of admissions. “We are mailing to more students in more places, calling and contacting more students directly, and
attending more out-of-state college fairs and high schools. Our alumni are becoming a greater recruitment tool at out-of-state
college fairs as well. For example, this fall, members from our Houston, Texas, alumni chapter have represented Mizzou at eight
college fairs and are looking to attend six more in the next month.”

While tuition has increased, MU also is experiencing an increase in low-income students. More than 1,800 students in the 2011
freshman class were eligible for Pell grants this year, which is up 61 percent from previous years.

Mizzou officials continue to work to provide low-income students with scholarship opportunities. When tuition was raised for the
2011-12 academic year, 20 percent of the additional revenue went directly to needs-based scholarships.
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Schaffer earns Advising Shout Out Award

TOP HONORS

Shout Out megaphone goes along with reward

Jennifer Schaffer, of Academic Exploration and Advising Services, was named the Advisors Forum 2011 October Advising Shout
Out Award winner. Schaffer was nominated by one of the students she advises.

“It is always nice to get recognized for the work you do,” Schaffer said. “It is especially nice when a student nominates you for an
award. I know that my colleagues go above and beyond to help students every day and I wish I could recognize all of them, too. I
feel lucky to work with great advising colleagues campus-wide who are so student-centered.”

The Advising Shout Out Award, which is presented twice a semester, is a way to recognize undergraduate advising success
stories throughout the year. Award winners receive a gift card and are recognized at the Advisors Forum meeting. They also sign
the traveling Advising Shout Out megaphone, which is kept in their office until the next award is presented.

Other nominees for October’s award were Brian Booton, Larry Brown, Aaron Cook, Niki Harris, Jason Hubbart, Jenny Morton,
Jarrod Pantaleo, Patrick Patterson, Adrienne Vaughn, Laura Verkamp and Shawn Wallace.

The Advising Shout Out selection committee consists of five members, including at least one MU student.

The first Shout Out award was presented in December 2010.

Previous recipients include Jessica Jennrich (Women’s and Gender Studies) in Decemeber 2010, Pat Sternberg (School of
Journalism) in March 2011 and Urksa Lenart (School of Journalism) in May 2011.

-Josh Murray
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Energy center awarded 5-year federal funding extension

RUNNING EFFICIENTLY

MoIAC helps train future energy leaders

The University of Missouri Industrial Assessment Center (MoIAC), which helps businesses measure and lower energy costs, has
received funding for the next five years from the U.S. Department of Energy. 

The average yearly energy savings for companies utilizing MoIAC is $80,000. But according to the director of the center, the
dollar amount is only the tip of the iceberg when is comes to what the center does.

Bin Wu, professor of industrial engineering and director of MoIAC, says energy audits by the center save companies money while
also training future leaders in energy efficiency.

To help educate those future leaders, the U.S. Department of Energy has recently awarded a $1.5 million grant to MoIAC for the
next five years. The center got its start in 2004 with funding from the U.S. Department of Energy.

Wu said the award process indicates the program’s impact on a business’ bottom line.

“The immediate impact of our energy audits of companies is substantial; $80,000 a year in energy savings is really equal to
$800,000 a year in new sales, assuming an average profit margin of 10 percent. What may be more significant is that more than
400 students will show future employers how to be leaders in energy efficiency. This funding allows us to train and educate even
more students.”

MoIAC helps regional companies by conducting free energy assessments while simultaneously training students.

When a company decides to have an energy assessment, a team of faculty members and students review the company’s utility
bills, visits the site, identifies opportunities to save energy and submits a recommendation report to the company.

The report includes 10 to 20 recommendations focusing on areas that consume a great amount of energy, such as compressed
air systems, motors and lighting. The recommendation list notes the costs to make the switch and savings the company can
expect.

Within a year, the center follows up with the company to see which recommendations have been taken, as well as the actual cost
savings. Energy cost savings typically cover the cost of making the change within less than a year.

Wu estimates that at least 8,000 small- to medium-sized manufacturing companies could benefit from energy assessments in
Missouri.

He encourages students to join MoIAC because, according to him, every person, company or home could benefit from energy
efficiency knowledge. Future engineers also will learn the new international building code guidelines for energy efficiency that will
impact their future careers.

“Some of our graduates are already heading energy efficiency efforts at companies around the world. The job market is there,
and there is a real need right now and in the future. It’s a win-win-win situation, because the student benefits, the company
benefits and our environment benefits.”

The MoIAC grant is part of a U.S. Department of Energy grant announcement of more than $30 million for 24 universities in 23
states across the country to train undergraduate- and graduate-level engineering students in manufacturing efficiency to help
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them become the nation’s next generation of industrial energy efficiency experts.

For more information on energy efficiency or MoIAC, visit the center’s website at iac.missouri.edu
(http://mizzouweekly.missouri.edu/archive/2011/33-9/energy-center-awarded-5-year-federal-funding-extension/iac.missouri.edu).
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MU researchers uncover new information on spinal disease

NERVES & MUSCLES

Discovery could lead to more knowledge of SMA

Researchers at the University of Missouri have identified a communication breakdown between nerves and muscles in mice that
may provide new insight into the debilitating and fatal human disease known as spinal muscular atrophy (SMA).

“Critical communication occurs at the point where nerves and muscles ‘talk’ to each other,” said Michael Garcia, associate
professor of biological sciences in the College of Arts and Science and the Bond Life Sciences Center. “When this
communication between nerves and muscles is disrupted, muscles do not work properly. In this study, we found that delivery of
‘the words’ a nerve uses to communicate with muscles was disrupted before they arrived at the nerve ending.”

This would be similar to the idea of someone opening his or her mouth to talk, but nothing comes out. The words are not there,
so no communication is transmitted to the other person.

SMA is caused by a protein deficiency present in all cells, including motor neurons. 

According to Garcia, this discovery may also shed light on other diseases involving motor neurons, including amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS, or Lou Gehrig’s disease), and dysfunctions of the synapses, such as Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy.

SMA is characterized by progressive weakness and degeneration of skeletal muscles. While a person’s intellect is unaffected,
this progressive disease slowly robs the body of its ability to walk, stand, sit and eventually move at all. Currently, no cure or
effective treatment exists for SMA.

“Moving involves an intricate system of communication between the brain, peripheral nerves and muscles,” Garcia said. “Motor
neurons facilitate this communication through a complex series of chemical signals. If the communication system breaks down,
the motor neuron will stop working and muscle activity ceases. By learning where the system breaks down, perhaps we can
target treatments that prevent the break down in the system.”

Results from this study were published in a report in the September 2011 issue of ACTA Neuropathology. Garcia co-authored the
report with Jeffrey M. Dale, Devin M. Barry, Virginia Garcia, Ferrill Rose, Jr. and Christian Lorson, all from MU.
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Pizza and Projects

The Mizzou Advantage Undergraduate Research Teams, which are designed to create interdisciplinary research-based working
groups comprised of faculty mentors and undergraduate students, will host another Pizza and Projects event from noon to 1 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 20, in Gwynn Hall. Free pizza will be served on a first-come, first-serve basis.

Douglas Anthony, professor and chairman of the MU Department of Pathology and Anatomical Sciences, will present information
from his Building Networks for the Center for Translational Neuroscience symposium. The newly renovated center aims to bridge
basic neuroscience and clinical research, providing the catalyst and synergism for the investigators to collaborate and interact in
a multi-disciplinary environment. Also at the event, Annie Sobel, assistant to the provost for strategic opportunities, will discuss
her research and the outcomes of the Bioterrorism and Complex Systems workshop.

For more information about Mizzou Advantage, go to mizzouadvantage.missouri.edu. 
(http://mizzouweekly.missouri.edu/archive/2011/33-9/pizza-and-projects/mizzouadvantage.missouri.edu.)
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MoCAT support session

MoCAT (Missouri Cares About Teaching) will host an open support session for instructors from 1 to 3 p.m. Thursday,

Oct. 20, in 266 Heinkel Building in correlation with the upcoming student feedback surveys.

MoCAT is an online system for collecting student feedback in order to improve teaching and learning. Instructors should deploy
their surveys around mid-semester to allow enough time to make meaningful changes prior to the end of classes. Instructors can
drop by anytime during the session for one-on-one assistance with creating surveys and scheduling them to deploy on a target
date.

This session is part of ET@MO’s Brown Bag series.
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Microsoft Camp on deck

Microsoft Camp kicks off Tuesday, Oct. 25, with a day of Microsoft speakers addressing the Imagine Cup international
competition, mobile device development, battling botnets, Xbox uses in education and free instructional multimedia software.

Microsoft short courses will be offered for the remainder of the week and cover topics in Access, Word, Outlook, Communicator,
PowerPoint, SharePoint, Excel, Windows 7 and InfoPath. The condensed, accelerated offerings are not always offered on a
regular training schedule. They will also provide attendees with tips and tricks. All short courses are limited to 15 seats. All
Microsoft Camp events are free for faculty, staff and students. Cost is $50 per seat for Microsoft’s speakers and $44 to $89 per
short-course seat.

To view the event schedule or register on the IT Training website, go to training.missouri.edu.
(http://mizzouweekly.missouri.edu/archive/2011/33-9/microsoft-camp-on-deck/training.missouri.edu.)
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Get your Printing Services calendar

It’s time to sign up for a free University of Missouri Printing Services 2012 wall calendar.

Calendars are provided by Printing Services to university employees who preorder online. Those wanting a calendar must order
by Nov. 30 and must be a MU, UM System or hospital employee with a Columbia address. Calendars will be distributed in
December by campus mail.

Supervisors with employees who do not have access to a computer may contact Joanne Rotert at rotertj@missouri.edu.
Individual requests are preferred for automated addressing. Extra copies will also be available at Digiprint Centers at Ellis Library
and the MU Student Center.
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MU Farmer’s Market heading to Lowry Mall

The Wellness Resource Center is bringing the MU Farmers Market to Lowry Mall Thursday, Oct. 27, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Vendors from the Columbia Farmer’s Market and Boone County Farmer’s Market will have prepared food, produce and plants.
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